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What is it?

What is Cocoon?

In sericulture, Silkworm forms the 
cocoon in distinct shapes, textures, 
and colors depending on the racial 

features of the silkworm breed.

What is Finger Puppets?

Puppetry, at its core, is the art of 
transforming an inert object to life. 
In finger puppetry, the puppeteer's 

fingers constitute the principal form of 
manipulation.

What is pedagogy?

Pedagogy is an art and 
science of the teaching-

learning process.

Teachers engagement & 
facilitation
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Abstract

This paper explores and envisages the potential of the ‘Silkworm 
cocoon’ of Bombyx mori L. in edi!cation. The Sericulture industry is 
banking on ~18-23 % of silk !lament wrapped around each cocoon, 
leaving the inner shell (~80%) unutilized, which
unwraps an enormous opportunity to explore this unique natural 
material for its qualities and abundance. Puppetry proved to be an 
e"cient tool to improve communication, narrate concepts, increase 
students’ enthusiasm and learning outcomes in education. The !nger 
puppets are relatively modern, naive, and easy to implement among 
various puppetry types. Design being the strategical lever, Cocoon 
Finger Puppets (CFP) are designed to o#er in!nite possibilities across 
educational stages, aiding pedagogy. In earlier attempts, the cocoons 
have been employed in crafts, value-added products, and explorations 
of teaching science.
Nevertheless, there is seldom any attempt to use cocoon as the ‘primary 
resource’ to design an approach comprehensive to education. We 
piloted a study, identi!ed a niche, and demonstrated creating exciting 
CFP through Design Development (DD) process. That involved sourcing 
locally available cocoons and Designing CFP for extensive references. 
The DD complements the earlier attempts using Puppetry and 
advocates a ‘material-centric’ make and learn a framework to achieve 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) through education. The 
kinesthetic nature of !nger puppetry would be ideal educational aid at 
foundational and primary teaching. Due to their ease and less e#ort, are 
preferent handcrafts among parents, children, and educators;
however, making and using puppets are sporadic in educational 
practices. It would be an inventive learning method supporting 
mediating interactions at elementary schooling. It would also o#er the 
authentic and experiential opportunity to improve educators’ and 
students’ skills, imagination, and collaboration across child-develop-
ment stages by involving puppet-making and user activity. The cocoons 
being economical and nature friendly would complement the global 
e#orts towards humankind’s inclusive, democratic, and sustainable 
development goals in a post-industrial creative economy.
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